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the serial number moves up the neck. you can identify the neck type by looking at the
picture of the neck in the previous section. all necks are made from neck-through bodies
except for a few models that have the headstock engraving changed to fit a neck-through
headstock. sometimes finding yourwater heater model numbercan be tricky. but, all water
heaters have a rating plate that lists important data such as the model and serial numbers,
manufacturing companys name, length of warranty, wattage of elements installed (on
electric models), gallon capacity, input btu rating (gas models), and more. 19851985 500 b
- tri moly. 4130 front, mild steel rear triangle. mx-iii type frame. fully painted finish or all
chrome. econo stem.available in all hazard yellow (not partial chrome like the 600 c) or
chrome. 1985 600 c - 4130 front was painted or chrome, rear was chrome. mx-iii frame.
forklifter stems. 1 piece cranks.available in hazard yellow, white or chrome. parts all black
& chrome. rear dropouts are gnurled. (made in taiwan)1985 800 p - 4130 proline frame &
fork.available in turquoise/chrome, yellow/chrome & white/chrome this is a close-up of the
bradford white rating plate. the water heater you see here was manufactured in may of
2006. it has a 40 gallon capacity and features a single element element (how many
elements you have on your water heater is also noted in the serial number). the engine
was manufactured in early 2006 and is rated at 4000 watts. the maximum operating
temperature is 120 degrees fahrenheit.
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the serial number on this watch is located at the 6 o'clock position of the watch case. to
view the serial number, the bracelet must be removed from the case. for instructions on

removing the bracelet, see the video to the right or call us at 1-800-494-3708 to speak with
a rolex expert. you can also learn by watching the video at the top of the page. this is a

close-up of the bradford white rating plate. the water heater you see here was
manufactured in july of 2003. it has a 40 gallon capacity and features two elements (how

many elements you have on your water heater is also noted in the serial number). the
engine was manufactured in early 2003 and is rated at 3000 watts. the maximum

operating temperature is 120 degrees fahrenheit. this is a close-up of the bradford white
rating plate. the water heater you see here was manufactured in october of 2005. it has a

40 gallon capacity and features two elements (how many elements you have on your water
heater is also noted in the serial number). the engine was manufactured in early 2005 and
is rated at 2000 watts. the maximum operating temperature is 120 degrees fahrenheit. this

is a close-up of the bradford white rating plate. the water heater you see here was
manufactured in february of 2005. it has a 40 gallon capacity and features two elements

(how many elements you have on your water heater is also noted in the serial number). the
engine was manufactured in early 2005 and is rated at 2000 watts. the maximum

operating temperature is 120 degrees fahrenheit. the bradford white rating plate on this
water heater features a one letter serial number for the year of production. it has a 40

gallon capacity and two elements (how many elements you have on your water heater is
also noted in the serial number). the engine was manufactured in early 2004 and is rated

at 2000 watts. the maximum operating temperature is 120 degrees fahrenheit. 5ec8ef588b
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